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Personal Silent Retreat Template 
Five Days (Thursday through Monday) 

 This plan was made for two people sharing the St. John of the Cross cabin.  
 Ahead of the retreat, they selected a theme. They chose reconciliation; however, they 

considered: what happens after death?, Christian humility and social justice.  
 They divided meal prep responsibilities.  
 They included time in both the mid-morning and evening for discussion.  

 The mid-morning session served as logistics discussions, ie is anyone is going over to the 
main building?, what’s the meal plan?, anything the other person needs to know? The 
pair felt it was better to have a set time to discuss these administrative issues than to risk 
regularly interrupting each other. 

 The evening discussion was designed for joint reflection time—a chance to share 
spiritual thoughts about the day and the retreat. 

To establish a schedule, the pair created nine numbered time slots for assigned scripture time and 
nine lettered time slots for spiritual activities. Each time slot was set for one hour; however, some 
meditation took longer and some spiritual activities took less time.  
 

 Twenty-four scripture passages were selected ahead of time. Fifteen were for contemplation 
(pondering a phrase / lectio divina) and nine were for ‘meditation’ (pondering a scene). 
Retreatants could select from the 24 passages at each of the scheduled scripture times. 

 Spiritual activities included, but were not limited to: non-scriptural reading, labyrinth, 
rosary, adoration, music, prayer walks and outdoor time. It was meant to be flexible and 
individual. (A non-scriptural reading list on the agreed topic was prepared ahead of time.) 

  



Schedule 
Day One: Arrive 10 am, get keys, get settled. 

 Lunch together 

 2 pm: silence begins. 

 Slot 1: assigned scripture 

 Slot A: self-directed spiritual activity 

 6 pm dinner ready 

 7 pm evening joint reflection time. 
Estimate at least 30 up to 60 minutes. 

Day Two 

 8 am breakfast ready 

 Slot 2: assigned scripture 

 10 am: admin discussion 

 Slot 3: assigned scripture 

 1 pm: lunch ready 

 Slot 4: assigned scripture 

 Slot B: self-directed spiritual activity 

 Slot C: self-directed spiritual activity 

 6-7 pm: dinner ready 

 7 pm evening joint reflection time 

Day Three 

 8 am breakfast ready 

 Slot 4: assigned scripture 

 10 am: admin discussion 

 Slot D: self-directed spiritual activity 

 Slot 5: assigned scripture 

 1 pm: lunch ready 

 Slot 6: assigned scripture 

 Slot E: self-directed spiritual activity 

 6-7 pm: dinner ready 

 Slot F: self-directed spiritual activity 

 7 pm: evening joint reflection time 

Day Four 

 Early mass  

 Upon return: breakfast/admin 

 Slot 7: assigned scripture 

 1 pm: lunch ready 

 Slot 8: assigned scripture 

 Slot G: self-directed spiritual activity 

 Slot H: self-directed spiritual activity 

 6-7 pm: dinner ready 

 7 pm: evening joint reflection time 

Day Five 

 8 am breakfast ready 

 Slot 9: overview of scripture 

 10 am: joint reflection time.   

 Any further spiritual discussion 

 Silence Ends: Lunch together  

Leave afternoon 

Shared with permission from Rachel Applegate, former college professor 


